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THE FREEZING OF FRUIT· BUDS
BY F. L. WES'T and N. E. EDLEFSEN*

There are many orchards in this country, so located that
every few years a frost almost completely destroys the crop,
either by killing the buds in the spring of the year, or by freezing
the fruit in the fall, just before it is picked. Utah is no exception.
A report. made by the county agricultural agents of the state,
shows that in the spring of 1916, 85 percent of the apples, 90 percent of the peache , and 65 percent of the mall fruit were killed
by frost with a corresponding amount of damage to field crops.
In the same neighborhood, some orchards are more favorably
located than others: lowland , where the air drainage is poor,
rrhis should be considered in
a.re most apt to experience frost.
selecting new orchard sites (See Utah Station Bulletin No. 141 ).
Many of the e or 'hard are so productive, that it till pay to
maintain them with all their improvements, even though every .
few years they are operated at a loss because of the low temperatures experienced in the spring or fall.
Systems of artificial heating-one of the most effective being
the burning of oil-have been worked out by means of which
much money ha been aved where care and intelligence were u ed.
The United States Weather Bureau in one of its circulars states:
"On the citrus fruit di tricts of California it is reported that fruit
to the value of, $4,000,000 was saved by taking advantage of
warnings issued by bureau during one cold wave." 'l'hese methods
have probably been mo t successful in Colorado, Oregon, and
California. The succe of the e method depends on the best
use of fuel and labor.
If the condition of the weather at the
time, tak~n with the forecast of the government, indicate that
the minimum temperature is to be lower than the temperature
that will freeze the buds by an amount that exceeds the raise in
temperature that the heater will produce, then the fuel will be
wa ted.
If the minimum temperature for the night is going to
be higher than the critical temperature for the buds, then
obviously no heating should be done. The important thing then
is: what is this critical temperature for the bud and on what does
it depend ~ In thi bulletin we shall report our improved methods
of not only freezing detached branches but also of freezing the
*The authors wish to acknowledge their indebtedness to Mr. L. A.
Richardson, Mr J. Z. Richards'o n -and W . E Goodspeed for valuable
assistance rendered in carrying out the laboratory and field work.
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whole tree together with the r esults obtained on apples, peaches,
cherries, and prunes.

LITERATURE
TABL E NO. I-A C L A SSI F IE D LI ST OF THE "DANGER POJNTS" F OR
VARI OUS KINDS OF FRUIT AS GIVEN BY DIFFERENT AUTHORS:

Petals
In
Closed But
Showing Color Blossom Setting
Apples

Peaches

Cherries
Pears

Plums

Apricots
Prunes

27
27
27
25
25
20
29
29
22
25
22
29
22
27
29
28
25
30
30
30
22
30
30
22
30
30

29
29
29
28
28
25
30
30
28
27
28
30
28
29
29
29
28
31
30
31
28
31
31
28
31
31

30
30
30
28
28
28
30
30
28
27
29
30
28
29
29
29
28
31
31
31
28
32
32
28
31
31

L. H. Bailey l
P. J. O'Gara 2
W. H. Hammon3
Paddock & Whipple'
W. H . Chandler 5
L. H. Bailf Y1
W. H. Hammon 3
P. J. O'Gara 2
Paddock & Whipple·
Garcia & Ri gney 6
L. H. Bailey l
P. J. 0 'Gara 2
Paddock & Whipple.
L. H. Bailey l
P. J . O'Gara 2
W. H. Hammons
Paddock & Whipple 4
L. H. Bailey 1
P. J. 0 'Gara 2
W . H. Hammon 3
Paddock & Whipple 4
P. J. 0 'Gara 2
W. H. Hammon 3
Paddock & Whipple4
P. J. O'Gara 2
W . H. Hammon 3

**W. H. Chandler (Missouri Research Bulletin No. 8) reports minimum
temperature and ·the resulting damage by natural frost . He also reports
his work on the artificial freezing of detached branches.
*Gracia and
Rigney (New Mexico Bulletin No. 89, 1914) placed self registering
minimum thermometers in the orcha rd.
After a freeze the percent of
frozen buds wa s determined and in the fall the yield of the orchard was
obtained.
Their w ork covered five years.
1 Standard Cyclopedia of Horticulture Vol. III p. 1283.
2 Farmers Bulletin No. 401 page 20.
3 New Mexico Bulletin No. 89, page 5.
4 Fruit Growing In Arid Regions.
5 Missouri Researc h Bulletin No.8 , page 146 (1913).
6 New Mexico Bulletin No. 89, page 51 (1914).
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Theory of the Injury Due to Freezing
When plant tissue freezes water passes out of the cells and
ice forms in the intercellular space. ' It has been found that if
the thawing is done slowly enough when working with tender
plants, such as lettuce and matured fruits, the water will
gradually pass back into the cells, and if the original freeze did
not rupture the cell wall, the plant has suffered little harm from
the ice formation.
If, however, the thawing is done rapidly,
, the water does not get back into the cells and they die due to
drying out. We must have then either a rupturing of the cell
wall ' when the ice is formed or else ice formation and in many
cases rapid thawing in order to kill the tissue.
Pure water freezes at 32 degrees Fahrenheit.
When substances are dissolved in it, the water freezes at a lower temperature, the amount of lowering of the freezing point depending
on how much material is dissolved in it, and on the nature of
the substance that goes into solution.
For example, a five
per cent salt solution freezes at 27 degrees F., while a thirty per
cent sugar solution only freezes at 29 degrees' F. W. H. Chandler l
measured the freezing temperature of the juice that he extracted
from -twigs taken from various kinds of fruit trees and found
that on an average the sap froze at from 28 to 29 degrees F.2
and in no case did it freeze below 28 degrees F. T'he sap from
Elberta peach twig! extracted 'in March froze at 28.7 degrees
F. while but two-thirds of the twigs of the same kind of fruit
when subjected in March to a temperature of as low as 10 degrees F. froze.
.
, In the orchard it is frequently found that some of the buds'
withstand temperatures as low as 20 degrees F. and mature, and
these buds no doubt take up these low temperatures as the work
of Wiegend 3 shows.
Fruit buds have a protective covering over them supposedly
for the purpose of checking evapo.ration, but this is not sufficient
to keep them for any appreciable length of time at temperatures
different from the surroundings. Wiegend found as a result of
experimenting with horse-chesnut buds containing thermometers which he sealed inside of them, that when these buds
were subjected suddenly to a change in temperatllre of 20 del.
2.
3.

MIssouri Station Research BuIIetin No.8, page 217 (1913).
Mi:tsollri Station Research Bulletin ~o. 8, J)a~e 200 (191g).
Bot. Gaz. 41 "p. 37&-424.
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grees or more, in about ten minutes they had taken on the new
temperature to within 2 degrees, and had arrived completely at
the new point in a half hour. In case of the natural freezes in
the orchard, where the temperature is falling slowly from sundown until sunrise, there is little doubt that the fruit buds take
on the resulting temperatures of the surrounding air.
In
artificial freezing therefore it should not take long for the buds
to acquire the new temperature, especially if they are in full
bloom and when they are smaller than the buds used in the
experiment reported above. 1
As was mentioned earlier, the more concentrated the aqueous solution the lower is its freezing point and in ~neral the
amount of the -substance, especially if it be an organic one, that
will dissolve in water is but slightly affected by the substances
~at are already in solution.
'l'his allows the possibility of a
very concentrated solution, and each of these substances has its
influence in lowering the freezing point of the water largely
independent of the others.
For these reasons, rather a low
freezing ''point of a solution is possible.
A very concentrated
juice, therefore, in the buds would be expected to freeze at a
fairly low temperature. In spite of this, however, the unusual
hardiness of some buds ""to freezing is really surprising.
The
difference in sensitiveness to cold of different buds on the same
branch and of the same buds at different stages of development
may be in part due to the difference in quality and concentration
of the cell sap.
When liquids are cooled to their freezing points, if .there be
none of the solid material present, they rarely freeze. They may
be cooled further everal degrees and kept for days without
solidification taking place.
The introduction of as small an
amount of the solid as one-hundred-thousandth part of a milligram
is sufficient to cause freezing to commence.
Enough solid will
now separate out to raise the temperature of the whole to the
melting point.
The temperature now rem,a ins constant and
at the melting point until all of the liquid has become solid, the
heat that is being lost by radiation being supplied by the heat
that is always evolved when liquids solidify.
In superfused
liquids that have not been inocculated, crystalline nuceli make
their appe,a rance spontaneously at different points in the liquid
1. A thermometer exposed i;n the open air at night reads 1 to 70
lower than the real air temperature measured by the same thermometer
placed inside a weather bureau shelter.
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and then begin to grow.
The chance of these nuclei appearing
increases with the quantity of liquid present and it has been
found experimentally that liquids may be cooled far below their
freezing points· and maintained at these low temperatures for
long times when they are kept in capillary tubes.!
In
these tubes the rate at which these nuclei form and grow is
sufficiently ·slow to be measured. The rate of growth is approxi.mately proportional to the degree of superf~sion when that degree is not v·e ry great and the number of nuclei formed in a
given volume in a given time at first in creases with the degree
of superfusion, but afterwards reaches a maximum, and begins
to diminish as the liquid becomes highly superfused. Liquids
that have been very suddenly cooled far below their freezing
points have been kept for months without freezing.
The juice
of the buds is confined in small capillary spaces and the above
mentioned phenomona will help to explain in part the unusual
hardiness of the buds and the great difference in hardiness of
buds that appear to be very similar because they may thus
be cooled below their freezing points and warmed again without
ice forming.

Methods and Description of Apparatus
During the first two years our work consisted in removing
branches from the fruit trees and subjecting them and their buds
to freezing temperatures and noting the damage done to them
by counting the buds that had turned black and the ones that
were unaffected ·a nd thus calculating the per cent of the buds
that was damaged.
We were not sure that some of the buds
showing no discoloration might not mature and altho rather
improbable, some of the darkened ones might develop.
The
crop forecast made by the horticultural men at the time of the
freeze and determined by counting the buds that have
turned black, is uniformly very far from the actual yield found
in the fall.
This method unless the equipment and the number
of operators be multiplied unduly, does not give enough results
because of the brevity of the blooming period.
W·e therefore
had a piece of apparatus made, by means of which whole trees
were subjected to freezing temperatures and their yields noted.
The factors that influence the amount of damage done by ,
1

Introduction to Physical Chemistry, Walker, pp. 63-64 (1913).
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the freezing and which need to be controlled in the experiments
are:
I-T'he kind of buds.
2-'rheir stage of development.
3-'l'he duration of the freeze.
4-Rate of thaw
5-'1 he humidity.
6-The minimum temperature.
Description of Apparatus for Laboratory Tests.
For freezing branches of fruit buds that had been removed
from the tree and taken into the laboratory, the apparatus
shown in figures 1 and 2 was used.
The salt water that circulates about the chamber containing the buds is warmed by

A- ~C. •
I).

"

C. ... Qmb¢r ~ or, wI:", ... bud ~ W~~< p!aC.c.do
V&66el c.onib,..,,",! &olt :.oluhan.
0ljnamo.
.

E ·Wood~ntue contot,,,nq fCC&..~tt.
&-f. C.lo",p~ fo~ b ud c.h .. mb .. ~ .. .
~. ~u ll c.~ to turn w"tc.rw"-l.

~: ~~..~~~:7,~~+~mQrnchr".
k.. ~cc.+'o,., &ho'N'#")q

1 C.c.. &.

aal" I n Eo . ~olt

" ~o 'uhon , n C

M. Moto,.
p,. "'-.Ia'j

the electric lights and when these are turned off the temperature falls because of the loss of heat to the cold mixture of iceand salt that surrounds it.
The temperature of the solution
was maintained constant automatically within one half degree.The tube L. contains air and while the lights are on the temperature rises slightly and the expansion of the air in this vessel,
moves the mercury upward until it touches the wire above it.
This completes the electric circuit through the relay, which becomes energized and the movement of its armature opens th.ecircuit containing the electric lights and they go out.
.As thewater cools, the gliS contracts and the mercury falls away from
the wire, the circuit containing the relay is broken, the spring'
of the relay pulls ~e "arm.ature back and caU~QS it to close thecircuit containing the electric light~ · and they begin to glow
By having one part of salt to three p~rts of ice, tem·
again.
peratures as low as US degrees Fahrenheit -were-obtlli~e4 - in-th~
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. ~

A-e.-ChGlmb~re.

A

i

e.

tnwh,c.h buGl& wq.rQ,

ploc.ct~

c.-v<l..~~Q..1 c.onta ,n,n'3 &alt solut,on
~ Woodcw tub c.onta,nll')q ,c.cz.&5alt.

cz.-f .CI .. mpe. for holdtnq bud chambcz.re.
<3-Wal"<Lr -wl)a.c.1 to kc.cz.p \/Vatcz.r et, rrcz.G
E>Q.c. kmannthcz.rmomcz.tcz,r5
L- tlozc.h,c Ilqbte
K-Woeactl) bloc.k&
P-Pullct';ls ,
~"'Tha.rmO tl+ A+ bulb

n-

bud chamber and the temperature desired is obtained by fixing
the position of the wire above the mercury.
The humidity can
be lowered by forcing dry air through the bud chamber with the
apparatus shown in figure 5 which apparatus will be explained
later, and the resulting humidity can be obtained by weighing
the amount of water extracted by a drying agent from a given
rrhe
volume of air that has been removed from the chamber.
passage of this cold dry air through the apparatus stirs up the
air and helps to maintain uniformity of temperature.
The injury caused by the low te~erature was determined
by cutting into the buds and noting whether they had turned
black. It is possible that some of the buds which showed no color
effect may have been injured and the results may not be exactly
what we would get if these branches were on the tree and subjected to the conditions imposed on them in the laboratory.
Unless the number of workers and the equipment used be
multiplied unduly, not enough results can be obtained because
of the shortness of the blooming period.

Apparatus for Freezing Branches in the Orchard
We next used the apparatus shown in figure 4 and froze
branches without removing them from the tree by placing the
vessels below the branches and bending them down into the
freezing chamber.
We ould then watch the development of
the buds on these branches that we had labeled and see the yield
of fruit in the fall.
Th e equipment hown in figure 4 i simpl
and rapid but not accurate enough.
For preliminary work it
is quite satisfactory. With this apparatus, the temperature
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was not uniform throughout and we could not control the factors
of minimum temperature and length of freeze as we would de·
The equipment shown in figure 4b is slower but more
SIre.
accurate, the temperature falling more slowly and the temperco· copper ve~M.1
b. C.andy buc.ket

c.-coil of%mch pipe
d · Rubber hO!l"
¢ - Wood<.n ve6e. e.1

t· Thc.rmomc.+~ ...

F"34A~p"ratu!> u!lecf~.freeze a+toc.h~d ~

4a
4b

ature ,of the _bud chamber keeping more uniform through
out.
The equipment shown in figure 4c is slow but more
accurate freezing temperatures were obtained by frocing cold air
through the bud chamber.
The temperature was varied by
altering the rate at which the air was admitted. A gasoline
engine was used to drive the air pump and the compressed air
was forced through the large tube containing calcium
chloride to remove the moisture from it, then through the iron
tank that was surrounded with ice and salt where it was cooled
and finally admitted into the bud chamber.
It was necessary
to dry the air to prevent clogging of the valves when the water
froze at the point where the air expanded.
Low temperatures
were obtained in the bud chamber with difficulty but when the
chamber was surrounded by water that was nearly as cold as
the air inside the bud chamber, satisfactory results were (lbtained. The tube conn ecting the two buckets was short and surrounded by ice to prevent the air from warming before it reached to the
buds.
The . apparatus allowed better control, more uni.
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formity of temperature throughout the vessel and approached
more nearly the condition of an actual freeze in the orchard. It
is still open to the objection that it is slow.
Apparatus for Freezing the Entire Tree
The apparatus shown in figure 3 and in figure 5 was used for
freezing the whole tree. The double walled half cylinders made
of galvaniz,ed iron were fastened to a wooden base that was put
on runners, by means of which they could be moved by man,
using a block and tackle, or by means of a team, from one tree
to the next.
They were six feet high and six feet in diameter
in the clear, and four inches of space was allowed for the ice and

Figure 3-Showing apparatus used for freezing the entire tree.

salt.
When the iron cover was placed on, ice and salt was
spread over it and then canvas thrown over the whole to keep
the heat out.
The ice and salt took the temperature down and the
thermometers projecting through the sides showed the operator
the approximate temperature inside the vessel.
This temperature was modified by forcing varying quantities of air in at thetemperature desired.
This current of air, together with an
electrically driven fan kept the temperature about the tree uni-
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form to within a degree. Four standard minimum thermometers
were hung at various elevations in the tree giving us accurately
the minimum temperature attained and a thermograph also sup-

p orted in the tree traced out the temperature changes as it cooled
and then '" armed up when the vessel was opened up, thereby
givlng us the rate of cooling and thawing.
With this equipment, trees were taken as low as 12 degrees Farenheit and no
doubt by lncreasing the percent of salt, temperatures still lower
could be obtained, and all of the factors mentioned above can
be controlled.
The tank cost $45. 'The cost of operation is about the same
'as with the first mentioned equipme;nt, viz. about $10 per 1000
'buds.
It requires about 1000 pounds of ice and about 200
pounds of salt to fill and cover it.
Being in the form of two
half cylinders and placed on runners, many trees can be frozen
by simply adding a little more ice and usually it is more
economical to run it continuously because the residual ice and
salt is wasted.
For this reason and also because of the short
duration of the blooming period two shifts were used.
The salt
water must not be discharged in the orchard because the alkali
will kill the trees.
Check trees of the same size and kind with approximately
the same number of buds on, and located near the frozen trees
were selected. After the freeze, a certain percent of the buds
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were cut open to observe the diicoloration, and the same perceni
was destroyed on the check trees so that both trees were tninned
equally.
The yields of both trees were observed in the fall
To note whether it made any difference when the buds were
examined, they were cut open immediately after the freeze and
then at varing intervals afterwar .

Time When Injury Can Be Determined
The question should be answered at the beginning of the
work: Must the count of the discolored buds be made immediately after the freeze or will the same result be obtained if they
be counted any time within the next day or two Y To answer
this, after the tree had been frozen, one per cent of the buds were
immediately cut in two and the color noted. This was repeated
at six regular intervals, the last one being about two or three
days after the tree had warmed up again.
TABLE NO. II-RESULTS OBTAINED BY FREEZING THE WHOLE
TREE WITH EQUIPMENT SHOWN IN FIGURE 5, SHOWING THE
TIME WHEN INJURY CAN BE DETERMINED.

Tree No. 12.
'rotal Bud Count-507
I mmediate period
6-hour period 1 :00
12-hour period 7 :00
24-hour period 7 :00
48-hour period 7 :00
96-hour period 7 :00

P. M.
30 April
P . M. 30 April
P. M.
1 May
P. lVI.
2 May
P . M.
3 lVIay
Average percentage
'rree No. 15. (Early Elbertas )
Total Bud Count-1061
12-hour period 5.:30 A. ]\1.
1 May
24-hour perioa 5 :30 P. M.
1 May
48-hour period 5 :30 P . M.
2 May
72-hour period 5 :30 P. M.
3 May
96-hour period 5 :30 P. M.
4 May
Average percentage

-54%
-56%
-46%
-67 %
-46%
-60%
bad-

bad
bad
bad
bad
bad
bad

-74%
-44%
-60%
-64%
-52%
bad-

bad
bad
bad
bad
bad
65.7%

55%

Tree No. 16.
1 May
- S4% bad
6-hour period 7 :00 A. M.
(older blooms not hit so hard; large ovule less injury)
12-hour period 1 :00 A. M .~
1 May
-52% bad
24-hour period 1 :00 A. M.
2 May
-52% bad
48-hour period 1 :00 A. M.
3 May
-62% bad
72-hour period 1 :00 A. M.
4 May
-58% bad
96-hour period 1 :00 A. M. \ 5 May
-52% bad
Average percentage bad55%
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rrree No. 17.
Immediate count
6-hour period 11 :30
24-hour period 5 :30
12-hour period 5 :30
48-hour period 5 :30
96-hour period 5 :30
Tree No. 18
Immediate period 6 :00
6-hour period 12 :00
12-hour period 6 :00
24-hour period 6 :00
48-hour period 6 :00
96-hour period 6 :00
Tree No. 19.
Immediate period 6 :00
6-hour period 12 :00
12-hour period 6 :00
24-hour period 6 :00
48-hour period 6 :00
rrree No. 20.
6-hour p eriod
12-hour period
24-hour period
48-hour period

A. M:.
A. M.
P. M.
A. M.
A. M.
Average

4 May
5 IVI:ay
4 May
6 May
7 May
percentage

P. M.
Midnight
A. M.
P. M.
P. M.
P. M.
Aver age

4 May

-38%
-46%
5 May
-54%
5 May
-16%
6 May
-22%
8 May
-24%
percentage bad-

A. M .
5 May
A. M. (noon) 5 May
P. M.
5 May
A. 1\11.
6 May
A . M.
9 May
Average percentage

9 :30 P. M.

Tree No. 21.
I mmediate period 6 :30 A: M.
6-hour period 12 :30 P. ~L
12-hour period . 6 :30 P . M.
24-hour period 6 :30. A. M.
48-hour period
6 :30 A. M.
Average

bad
bad
bad
bad
bad
bad
48%
bad
bad
bad
bad
bad
bad
33.3%

-56%
- 58%
-46%
- 50 %
-36%
bad-

bad
bad
bad
bad
bad
48 .7%

-34%
- 34%
-32%
-34%
bad-

bad
bad
bad
bad
.
33.3%

6 May
-100%
6 May
--100%
6 May
-100%
7 May
-100%
8 May
-100%
percentage bad-

bad
bad
bad
bad
bad
100%

5 May
6 May
3 :30 P. M.
6 May
3 :30 P. M.
7 IVfay
Average percentage

9 :30 A. M.

-56%
-44%
-50%
-40%
-52%
-46%
bad-

1~he above table shows clearly that it doesn't make any
difference in the first two or three days as to just when the
amount of damage done to the buds is determined by cutting into
them and observing whether they have turned black.

Freezing of Branches Without Removing Them From Tree
Some preliminary work on Elberta peaches using the equipment shown in figure 4a showed the difficulty of killing all of the
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buds.
The rat e of cooling was very rapid, the mInImum temperature being r eached within two or thr ee minutes after the
buds were placed in the vessel, and then about a minute or two
As a result of experiment s
after, they were removed from it.
on four branches, two of them being subjected to a minimum
temperature of six degrees... Fahrenheit, and the other two t o a
temperature of eight degrees Fahrenheit, a peach developed in
the fall on three of the four branches. A branch subjected to
a minimum temperature of ten degrees Fahrenheit developed
three peaches, one cooled to twelve degrees Fahrenheit produced
nothing, and one cooled t o twenty-three degrees Fahrenheit
produced one peach.
The above results ar e interesting from the fact, that two
years lat er, all the fruit buds in the above orchard were killed
and no crop was obtained after they had slowly cooled in two
hours to twenty degrees Fahrenheit.
The following table gives the results obtained by freezi}lg
branches of Jonathon apples without removing them from the
tree and with the equipment shown in figure 4c.
As soon as
the branches were removed from t he vessel, the number of them
t·h at showed the brown color ( without cutt~ng into them) was
noted and is r ecorded in the column marked "immediate count."
The table shows the development of the fruit at three later dates;
the last being the yield in the fall.
These rates of cooling are
also very rapid and the hardiness of the buds is again t o be
noted.
TABLE NO. IIJ-(EQUIPMENT FIG. 4c ) FR E EZI N G OF B RANCHES OF
JONATHAN APPLES WITHO U T RE MOVING THEM FRO M
THE TRE E.

D a te
Ma y 9

TemNo. of perBuds ature
32
24

May 9
May 9
May 9
May 9

30
38
1
12

20
20
20
::l3

May
May
'May
'May

11
11
11
11

39
36
19
37

22
22
23
23

May 14
May 14

119
19

23
21

I m media te
Duration
Count
20 minutes 14 colore d

Obser vations on
24 May
10 Jun e
15 lef t,
4 developed
9 healthy
6 l eft
4 developed
20 minutes 24 colored
29 left
9 developed
20 minutes 7 colored
!l colored
6 left
2 developed
2 hours
5 left
o developed
ov ernigh t
9 colored
Humidity L owered with CaCl ....
14 left
6 developed
50 minutes 25 co lor ed
9 developed
1 left
30 minutes 23 color ed
none
none left
30 minut e 19 ('olored
4 develop ed
no data
40 minutes 23 colored
Humidity Lowered with P 20.49 developed
71 left
43 colored
1 hour
none
6 lef t
30 minutes

Harveet
4 apples
no data
no d a ta
2 apples
n on e
3 a pples
4 apples
n one
none
14 a pples
none
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TABLE NO. IV-HARDINESS OF ELBE RTA PEACH BUDS TO VARIOUS DEGREES OF FRO ST AS T E ST ED I N THE LABORATORY
WITH EQ UIPMENT SHOWN IN F I GURE 1.

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Date

April
April
April
April
April

25
26
25
26
26

No. of
Buds
35
38
22
42
62
35
42
37
27
80
16
70
49
78

Duration
30 Minutes
20 Minutes
50 Minutes
5 Minutes
15 Minutes
10 Minutes
40 Minutes
40 Minutes
20 Minutes.
10 Minutes
10 Minutes
10 Minutes
10 Minutes
20 Minutes

Development
In Bud
Full Bloom
Full Bloom
Full Bloom
Full Bloom
Full Bloom
Full Bloom
Full Bloom
Full Bloom
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting

Temperature % Damage
20.0
66
24.0
63
24.0
64
25.0
58
25.0
28
25.0
72
26.0
40
27.0
0
27.5
0
24.5
30
26.0
75
26.5
48
27.0
75
27.5
56

Table IV shows plainly that the lower the minimum temper ature to which the peach buds are subjected, the more damage
is done, the buds when the fruit is ·setting, being more sensitive
than when they are in full bloom.
Twenty-eight degrees produced no damage in the former stage and twenty-seven degrees
produced no injury when in full bloom, and as low as 24 degrees
killed but about one-half of them.
I

TABLE NO. V .-HARDIN ESS OF DOUBLE NETT IE CHERRY BUDS TO
VARIOUS DEGREE S OF FROST, AS D ET ERMINEID IN THE
LABORATOR Y W ITH THE AID OF EQUIP ME N T SHOWN IN
FIGURE 1.

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

Date
April 26
April 28
April 27
April 27
May 10
May
9
May 10
May 10
May 12
May 12
May 10
May 10
May
9
May 12
May
9
May 10
May 10
May 10
May
9
May 12
May 12
Ma y 10

No. or
Buds
72
51
43
36
33
64
40
69
43
22
51
50
35
30
47
44
48
51
51
56
29
41

Duration
5 Minutes
20 MinutE'S
25 Minutes
2f; Minutes
40 Minutes
15 Minutes
15 Minutes
15 Minutes
25 Minutes
35 Minutes
10 Minutes
15 Minutes
15 Minu tes
11 Minutes
15 Minutes
15 Minutes
15 Minutes
20 Minutes
15 Minutes
25 Minutes
25 Minutes
20 Minutes

Development
Showing Color
Full Bloom
Full Bloom
Full Bloom
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit SetJting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting _

Temperature % Damage
27.5
53
25.0
53
28.5
79
29.5
19
9B
24.0
92
25.0
25.0
75
25 .0
83
26.0
75.
46
25.0
26.0
63
26.0
56
26.5
83
27.0
66
27.5
96
2 .0
41
28.0
8
28.0
41
74
28.0
2 .5
9
28.5
9
5
?QJL __ .
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It is to be observed in Table V that for Double Natty CherrIes
when the fruit is setting practically no damage is done when
they are subjected to a minimum tempertaure of 29 degrees
Fahrenheit, and that a temperature of 24 degrees Fahrenheit
killed practically all of them.
TABLE NO. VI-HARDINESS OF JONATHAN APPLE BUDS TO VARIOUS DEGREES OF FROST USING EQUIPMENT SHOWN
IN FIGURE I.

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Date
April 25
April 29
April 25
April 29
May
9
May
9
May
9
May 10
May 10
May
::I
May
9

No. or
Buds
10:..
28
127
12
5~

29
49
4v

33
48
55

Duration
10 Minutes
5 Minutes
45 Minutes
5 Minutes
25 Minutes
5 Minutes
5 Minutes
20 Minutes
30 Minutes
15 Minutes
5 Minutes

Development
Full Bloom
Full Bloom
Full Bloom
l!'ull Bloom
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting
Fruit Setting

Temperature % Damage
24.5
52
26.5
36
27.5
54
28.5
0
28.0 '
46
25.5
93
26.5
40
22.5
26.5
27.5
21
27.5
59
62
27.5

From Table VI it is to be seen that when Jonathan apple
buds are in full bloom, 28.5 degreeil Fahrenheit caused no damage
and 24 degrees Fahrenheit killed about half of them.
TABLE NO. VII-TEST OF HARDINESS OF PRUNE BUDS TO FROST

TABLE NO. VIII-HARDINESS OF DOUBLE NATTIE CHERRIES AT
DIFFERENT RELATIVE HUMIDITIES OF THE AIR
SURROUNDING.

Saturated Atmosphere
Duration
Development Temllerature % Damag6
20
Petals Falling
28
41
15
Petals Falling
26
56
40
15
Petals Falling
25
75
15
Petals Falling
25
69
83
Dried With CaC12
Time a.t
Minimum
No. of Buds Tempera.ture Development Temperature % Damage 41
20
Fruit $etting
30
5
51
10
Fruit Setting
~6
63
44
15
Fruit Setting
28
41

No. of Buds
51
50

1
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Table VIn for Double Nattie Cherrjes and also the latter
part of 'rable No. n for Elberta Peaches seem to show that the
damage done when the buds are cooled is not greatly modified
by cha1iges in the humidity.

Figure No.6-Thermograph record'S showing rate of temperature change
in thEt experiments recorded in Table No. IX.
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TABLE NO. IX-HARIDINESS OF ELBERTA PEACH BUDS TO VAR.
IOUS DEGREES OF FROST AS DETERMINED BY COOLING THE
WHOLE TREE WITH EQUIPMENT SHOWN IN FIGURE 5.

No.
1
2
4
3

Date
April 6
April 17
April 18
April 18
April 21
6
April 28
9
6 . April 21
April 21
7
April 24
10
A pril 25
8
April 29
11
April 30
15
May
1
17
April 29
13
April 30
12
May 1
16
May 4
18
May 6
21
May 5
19

22

20

May

5

No. of
Buds
972
1484
1715
1846
514
361
380
5 6
189
37:}
349
10&'1
355
507

Duration
12 Hours
2 Hours
4 Hours
30 Minutes
2 Hours
30 Minutes
2 Hours
10 Minutes
3 Hours
10 Minutes
1 Hour
1 Hour
2 Hours
1 Hour
?
3 Hours
2 Hours
2 Hours
3 Hours
1 Hour
2 Hours

Temperature
Temper%
that Kills
Development ature Damage lh of Buds
Slightly
14
48.0
Swollen
15
96.0
Well Swollen 17lh
64.2
18.0
Well Swollen 18
75.6
Well S wollen 25
96.0
Showing Pink 24
79.0
Showing Pink 25
74.0
Showing Pink 25
77.6
Showing Pink 26
80.0
Showing Pink 27lh
79.4
24.0
Full Bloom
22
100.0
Full Bloom
25
66.7
Full Bloom
26
48.0
Full Bloom
26
78.0
Full Bloom
27
55.0
25. 0
Full Bloom
28
55.0
Full Bloom
28
33.3
Fruit Setting 25
100.0
Fruit Setting 27lh
48.0
Fruit Setting 28
43 .0
Fruit S e tting 29
33.3
28.0

Table No. IX agrees with Table No. III where detached
branches were frozen in showing that with Alberta Peach buds the
further developed they are the more sensitive they become to
Temperature lower than 20 degrees Fahrenheit did
frost.
not kill all the buds when they were swollen while when the
fruit was beginning to form, 23 degrees to 24 degrees Fahrenheit
killed practically all of it. The last column gives the temperatures for the different stages of development that will kill
approximately one-half the buds.
Just following these experiments the orchard as a whole
experienced a temperature of 20 degrees Fahrenheit which killed
all the fruit. Our verification of the above results by a measurement of the yield of the trees in the fall was therefore not pose
sible.
A reading of the popular literature on the subject is likely
to cause one to infer that buds have a certain freezing temperature and that when they arrive at this temperature, they all
freeze. This, of course, is wide of the truth. There is a range
of four or five degrees between the highest t emperature at which
two or three percent of the buds are injllred, and the temperature
at which all the buds are killed. It should be remem'b ered that
on the same branch are often found buds t hat have SJVollen but
slightly when others . are in full bloom.
A freeze or two in
the early I!Ipring will usually do no harm; they simply serve to
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thin the buds out, for it is generally known that there are many
times more buds on the tree than actually mature into fruit.
The number that one can allow to freeze and yet not heat the
orchard, will naturally depend on how many there happen to be
on the tree at this particular time.
It is very rare that a tree
has so few buds on that it cannot lose one-half of them and yet
mature an average crop in the fall.
Where we have attempted '
to select a critical temperature, we have taken it as near as
possible to the point where not more than fifty per cent of the.
buds will be killed by experiencing the cold m~ntioned.

SUMMARY.
~.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Many Utah orchards are poorly located from the standpoint of topography and its relation to frost.
Some of these orchards are paying good returns although
frost occasionally destroys the crop.
In quite a number of states, loss from frost has been avoided
by artificially heating the orchards.
The success of this practice depends on the economical use
of fuel ~nd labor.
The important thing for the orchardist to know is :-when
shall he light the fires 1 To determine this point, he should
know what the critical minimum temperature for the buds
is.
This bulletin contains a report of the methods used and the
results obtained thus far bearing on the above question.
It involved the freezing, artificially, of between five and
six thousand fruit buds.
To kill plant tissue by freezing, either the cell wall must
be ruptured when the ice forms, or else after the ice forms,
it m"Q.st thaw rapidly.
An occasional case of ice formation and slow thawing without death resulting to the
tissue ha~ been observ.ed.
Buds will stand a lower temperature by Beveral. degrees
than the freezing point of the expressed sap, and the sap
freezes three or four degree:! below the freezing point of
pure water.
Several ' different rather soluble substances in solution jn
the same water may depress its freeging point con~iderably
},elow tli-at 'f)f pure water which is 32 degree Fahrenheit.
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10.

11.

12.
13.

14.

15.

16.

17.
18.
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Solutions may be superfused several degrees and then be
warmed up again without ice separating out, and the
probability that a solution will be superfused is greater
when the rate of cooling is large and when small quantities
of the liquid such as are found in the buds, are taken.
When buds are cooled to freezing temperatures, either in
the orchard or in the laboratory, they soon acquire the
temperature of the surroundings.
When the bud freezes, it takes on a water-soaked appearance
and the ovary gradually turns brown or b1ack.
In addition to improving the method of freezing buds in
the laboratory, an equipment was devised for freezing
branches without removing them from the tree and a still
further improvement was m,a de in that we surrounded the
tree with a tank of ice and salt and froze it under natural
conditions at no greater expense than with the other two
methods.
The factors that enter into the problem are
satisfactorily controlled and accurately determined. The
results of the frost can be determined not only by the
count of the damaged buds but also by the yield of fruit
in the fall.
The literature on the subject might lead one to infer that
the buds have a definite freezing point and that when the
orchard reaches this temperature, practically all of the
buds are frozen and the crop for that year is to be a
The orchard can usually
failure.
This is not the case.
stand two or three freezes without losing more than half
of its buds, and this number is usually sufficient for a
normal crop.
It doesn't make any difference, in the first two or three
days, as to when the injury to the buds by direct observation of them is determined.
A report is give.n of some prelimInary work on Jonathan
apples and' Elberta , peaches, where the branches were
frozen without removing them from the trees and where
the development of the buds was observed.
The further developed the buds are, the more sensitive they
are to frost.
There is a range of at least five degrees Fahrenheit between
the temperature at which only about five percent of the
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buds are damaged and the temperature that will kill all
of them.
19. In the case of Double Nattie cherries when the fruit is setting, 29 degrees Fahrenheit caused no damage and 24 degrees killed practically all of them.
20. With Jonathan apple blossoms in full bloom, 28.5 degrees
Fahrenheit caused no damage and 24 degrees killed about
half of them.
21. Prune buds are slightly' hardier than those of the other
kinds of fruit that we tested.
22. The temperatures which will kill about fifty percent of the
buds of the Elberts p each are as follows: when they are
slightly swo.llen, 14 degrees; when well swollen, 18 degrees; when they are showing pink 24 degrees; when in
full bloom 25 degrees; and when the fruit is setting, 28
degrees Fahrenheit.
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